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ive been using malwarebytes premium version for many eons and i must admit that my current
version 3.0.6.1469 has got to be the worst. i constantly get the web not protected warning and after
turning it on i get nothing more than the words, starting. also my cursor freezes, no other programs
open, and finally a black screen. ive complained several times and received instructions with links on
doing a clean uninstall and reinstall/reactivation. now after every bootup i get the warning that my
web protection is off & to turn it on. it now does turn on, but the freezing part is still there and i cant
open any other programs. i believe the problem may lie in the fact that malwarebytes claim they
have antivirus protection, which i believe is in conflict with my paid version of kasperskys. other
forums complain and they are using mcafee, and microsoft defender. im switching back to using
version 2 im still having freeze ups on my main computer. my other computers do not seem to be
having issues. i am a malwarebytes subscriber (and it just renewed automatically). im still running
version 3.0.6.1469, which to my knowledge is the latest version. the exact problem im having has to
do with malwarebytes and firefox. when i leave firefox open, after a while (usually overnight or while
im at work) my computer freezes up and the only thing i can do is shut down via the power button. if
i close firefox or do not use it, i dont seem to run into any issues. im thinking of cancelling
malwarebytes and looking for other protection, but i may just turn it off until either malwarebytes or
firefox come out with an update that alleviates this issue. i used the various malwarebytes products
for many years, but now im having second thoughts as this last time i ended up with corrupt files,
probably because i was forced to perform an improper shut down. needless to say im angry.
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i've never had any problems with malwarebytes before. i was using it for almost a year until about a
month ago when it started slowing down. i guess maybe some of the updates fixed a problem that
was caused by my malware being so out of date or something. anyway, i just wanted to report that

there is a new version of malwarebytes and if you have problems with it they just need to fix it
before it can be given a rating. hi, i installed the latest version of malwarebytes premium, version

2.2.1.1043 and it did not work. i ran the uninstaller and then it started removing things like my
antivirus, but i wanted to be 100% sure and wanted to uninstall malwarebytes premium from the
start and install it again. this time i got the old version 2.1024. does anyone else have this issue? i
am using windows 7. thanks! im sure there is a lot of this out there..but i wanted to help. ive had

mcafee since day 1. ive had malwarebytes since day 1. i ran your steps. my computer has been fine.
all is well until today. my program to shut down is disabled and the screen is black. i cant move the

mouse or press any buttons. the computer hasnt turned off. ive tried going into safe mode with
networking. as soon as i go into safe mode, the safe mode options window opens and closes. when i

go into safe mode with networking. i cannot get into safe mode without networking. if i have
networking turned on it just stays on startup. i tried to disable network drivers and run a full system

scan. it wasnt installed. my computer will not boot from a cd or usb and since it wont boot from a
dvd it will not install from the dvd. ive tried all the boot options for cd and dvd. they do not work and

the screen is black. ive tried different combinations of boot options for cd and dvd and different
combinations of usb drives. they will not boot. ive tried all of my cd drives and all of my usb drives.
none work. when i go into safe mode with networking, i can get online. i can see my updates in safe
mode. the only thing i can do is wait until i can get online and check the malwarebytes forum for a

solution. 5ec8ef588b
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